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What we do 
• Research projects and consultancies for 
international examination boards, ministries and 
universities 
  *   The British Council (IELTS, ILA, Aptis) 
  *   Cambridge English Language Assessment  
       (FCE, CAE, CPE) 
  *   English Language Testing (Password) 
  *   English Profile 
  *   The Language Training and Testing Center 
       (GEPT) 
  *   Trinity College London (ISE, GESE) 
  *   Eiken Foundation of Japan (EIKEN, TEAP) 
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What we do (cont) 
• Training in language assessment 
Recent clients include: 
Cambridge ESOL Examinations 
                   L  LTTC Taiwan GEPT examinations 
Association of Language Testers in Europe 
               The British Council 
Society for Testing English Proficiency, Japan 
                     University of Central Lancashire Examinations Board 
The Ministry of Education, Singapore 
                         Russian Federation TEMPUS partnership 
 
 
 
What we do (cont) 
• PhD supervision (over 30 students) and MA courses 
• Language testing library at Putteridge Bury 
• Postgraduate forum (weekly)  
• CRELLA research seminars 
• Publications 
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 The socio-cognitive framework  
for language test development and 
validation 
    
 
CONTEXT  VALIDITY COGNITIVE VALIDITY 
Response 
SCORING VALIDITY 
Test-taker characteristics 
Score / Grade 
CONSEQUENTIAL  
VALIDITY 
CRITERION-RELATED  
VALIDITY 
Weir’s (2005) socio-cognitive framework  
for test validation 
 
 
 
 
 
Critical questions to be addressed 
1. [Test taker characteristics] How are the 
physical/physiological, psychological and experiential 
characteristics of candidates catered for by the test?  
2. [Context validity] Are the characteristics of the test 
tasks and their administration appropriate?  
3. [Cognitive validity] Are the cognitive processes 
required to complete the test tasks appropriate?  
4. [Scoring validity] How far can we depend on the 
scores, which result from the test?   
5. [Consequential validity] What effects do the test 
and test scores have on various stakeholders? 
6. [Criterion-related validity] What external evidence is 
there that the test is measuring the construct of 
interest? 
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Example validation studies drawing upon 
the socio-cognitive framework 
1. Research studies on context validity 
• Different reading-into-writing test formats (Chan, 
2013) 
– Essay task with 2 passages 
– Essay task with 2 passages and 2 non-verbal (e.g. 
charts, diagrams) 
• Different speaking test formats (Nakatsuhara, 2013)  
– Information-gap task              
– Ranking task                          
– Free discussion task               
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Contextual  parameters for reading-into-writing tests  
(Chan, 2013; Khalifa and Weir, 2009; Shaw and Weir, 2007) 
SETTING: Task  
•Time 
•Clarity of purpose 
•Topic domain 
•Genre 
•Text length 
•Overall cognitive demands 
•Language functions to perform 
•Writer-reader relationship 
•Clarity of knowledge criteria 
 
SETTING: ADMINISTRATION 
•Writing mode 
•Security 
DEMANDS: Input 
•Format (verbal and/or non verbal) 
•Genre 
•Text length 
•Discourse mode 
•Idea density 
•Concreteness of ideas 
•Explicitness of textual organisation 
•Cultural specificity 
•Linguistic complexity 
•Lexical complexity 
•Syntactic complexity 
•Degree of coherence 
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Research studies on context validity 
Reading-into-writing test 
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1. CohMetrix analysis 
2. Vocab profile 
3. Text inspector 
4. WordSmith Tools 
 
 
Automated textual analysis tools to research 
linguistic features 
2. Research studies on cognitive validity 
• Onscreen summary and essay test tasks with screen record 
software (Chan, 2010) (Funded by Pearson) 
• Essay test task with multiple reading input  (Chan and Wu, 
2013) (Funded by LTTC) 
• Computerised vs paper-based essay test task (Chan et al, 
forthcoming) (Funded by the British Council, Cambridge 
English Language Assessment) 
• Onscreen reading tests with eye tracking technology (Bax and 
Weir; 2012) (Funded by the British Council, Cambridge English 
Language Assessment) 
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Cognitive validity parameters in reading-into-tests  
(Chan, 2013; Khalifa & Weir, 2009; Shaw and Weir, 2007) 
     
Cognitive Phases Cognitive processes 
Conceptualisation  Task representation 
 Macro-planning 
Meaning and discourse 
construction 
 Careful global reading 
 Selecting relevant ideas 
 Connecting and generating 
Translating and  
micro-planning 
 Translating ideas into linguistic forms 
 Micro-planning 
Organising  Organising ideas in relation to input texts 
 Organising ideas in relation to own texts 
Low-level monitoring 
and revising 
 Low-level editing while writing 
 Low-level editing after writing 
High-level monitoring 
and revising 
 High-level editing while writing 
 High-level editing after writing 
Keystroke log 
• [Movement][LEFTClick][Movement][LEFTClick][Mo
vement][LEFTClick][Movement][RSHIFT]This​·eass[B
ACK3]ssa ​·[BACK]y​·is​·about​·the​·arguement ​·of​·whet
her​·[RSHIFT]Eng[BACK]dangered ​·[RSHIFT]Lanu[BAC
K]guages ​·should​·be​·sav[BACK]f[BACK]ved ​·from​·exti
nction​·or​·not.​·[RSHIFT]From​·both​·articles​·read,​·[RS
HIFT]Language​·is​·a​·form​·of​·communicate[BACK]ion​
·e[BACK]either​·[BACK 7]between​·[BACK]​·[BACK 
8]within​·the​·human​·race.​ 
Summary data 
keystroke logging 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Eye-tracking 
For Chinese language tasks/tests?  
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• Context validity: defining the difficulty level of 
Chinese tests and task features 
• Cognitive validity: investigating the processes 
of using Chinese language  
• EYE and PEN? 
 
For more information: 
• Geranpayeh, A. & Taylor, L. (eds.) (2013). Examining 
Listening, Cambridge: CUP. 
• Khalifa, H. & Weir, C.J. (2009) Examining Reading, 
Cambridge: CUP. 
• Shaw, S.D. & Weir, C. J. (2007) Examining Writing, 
Cambridge: CUP. 
• Taylor, L. (ed.) (2011) Examining Speaking, Cambridge: 
CUP. 
• Weir, C. J. (2005) Language Testing and Validation: an 
Evidence-Based Approach, Basingstoke: Palgrave 
Macmillan.  
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Thank you! 
Dr  Sathena Chan 
CRELLA, University of Bedfordshire, UK 
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